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about US
Hailing from the heart of Western Canada's
music scene, Freeze the Fall brings a fresh
blend of nostalgia and innovation. 

Led by Quinn (17) on vocals and guitar, Aria
(15) on bass and backup vocals, and Jonah
(15) on drums, this trio embodies
extraordinary musicianship. 

Inspired by bands like Bring Me The
Horizon, Spiritbox and The Warning, they
compose songs that delve into the
complexities of the human experience. 

With emotive vocals, blistering riffs, and
thunderous bass lines, they pay homage
to '90s grunge while pushing the
boundaries of modern rock. 

Their debut EP: THRONES, is just the
beginning of their journey to redefine the
sound and vibe of angsty melodic metal. 

Get ready to be swept away by Freeze the
Fall's musical mastery!
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Our third single --
Masquerade released
May 15th 2024. Our debut
EP - THRONES comes out
Summer ’24. 

We're also Gonzo 
Okanagan People's Choice
Music Award 2023 Winners
- for Best Heavy Rock Group
and Best Young Musicians!

You could say we love what we're
creating and how our music seems
to be hitting people right in the feels! 

>  Global Okanagan NEWS STORY HERE <

Media & Important Links:
Linktr.ee/Freeze.The.Fall.Band

"This band truly exemplifies 'the hunger of
the young'. There is obviously a voracious

appetite for writing, creating music &
performing. They carry themselves well

beyond their years, and I can only imagine
where the future will take them.

There's attention to detail in everything:
marketing, promotion, stage presence...

even the banter and crowd interaction are
dialled into an unbelievable level. 

You would expect to see this kind of stuff
from a much more seasoned band. Yet, they

already have it in heaps and spades!

Freeze the Fall has a whole lot of stages
waiting with their name on them, of that

much I am 100% sure. It's a pleasure to have
been part of the beginning of what I know

are much grander things to come."

- Grayson Riordon, Bookings
[Revelry Kelowna]
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